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BABY LONG BEACH 2018

    After a fast-paced season of only four

weeks, UCLA Blue and Gold prepared for

their final race of the year at Marine

Stadium in Long Beach, CA.  

     

    Back to where they practiced months

ago for College Cup, the team was quickly

familiarized with the race site, using its

beaches as a home team advantage and a

boost of confidence. 

    Racing against top competitors such as

UCSD, Cal, DPW, and UCI, both boats

paddled fiercely for the gold. A day full of

surprises and excitement, the team walked

away with smiles on their faces, making a

satisfying conclusion to the academic  

year. 

APRIL 22, 2018



PRE-RACE DINNER
    Organized by the Pre-Race P.O.s,

the team gathered for a night of

food, games, and talks to prepare

for the big race the next day. After

quiz games and lots of hydration,

the team deliberated on their goals

for race day and beyond. Satisfied

with full stomachs and a race

mindset, they left early for a long

night's rest, saving their energy for

the next day.



R A C E  D A Y
    Making the early morning drive to Long Beach, the team prepared for a long day of paddling. Throughout the day, Race Day P.O.s

organized the logistics of the day, ensuring that every paddler was on time, well-nourished, and hydrated. With a year of preparation and

conditioning to rely on, UCLA's two boats approached every race with confidence and clear goals in mind. In their final races, newbies

showed off their growth since paddling in the same waters for tryouts months before, veterans carried the UCLA name with pride, and

graduating seniors paddled out with Blue for the last time.  After a long day, the team awaited a celebratory dinner at Korean BBQ.



BLUE AND GOLDRACE DAY



SENIOR SOAKINGS





PO SOCIAL: 
IKEA SCAVENGER HUNT

SOCIAL CHAIR P.O. 
SANDY KIM



SAMMI MATSUNAMI 
UCLA DB PRESIDENT 2016 - 2017
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WHEN DID YOU GRADUATE, WHAT WAS YOUR 

MAJOR, AND CABINET 
POSITION(S)?

Fall 2017, Electrical Engineering, 
President

WHAT DO YOU DO NOW?
Currently backpacking Europe before teaching 

in Samoa for a year and joining 
the US Navy.
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